IC TIG Meeting

4/10/18 conference call
Attended by: Myia Welsh, Nina Sabarre, Jeremy Braithwaite, Mary Nash, Tamara Hamai, Robert Perez

Leadership Team Updates:

Chair - response to AEA TIG Resource Guide sent (see below)
Program Chairs - conference proposal review (see below)
Social Media Chair - big push for conference submissions
Web/Print Chair - made a FB post with instructions to get onto the discussion group. Minutes from last meeting are posted.

Conference proposal review

31 submissions through our TIG, 5 were not IC related and were re-assigned. Total 26 in our “bucket”. Robert and Jeremy have come up with some suggestions for co-sponsorship. They can move on that once the review list is sent by AEA.
No additional support needed at this time.
Volunteers - getting contact from TIG members about proposal review (likely from volunteer opportunities highlighted in the newsletter).

Newsletter

Next one will be June. We’re in between right now.

TIG Resource Guide

Myia and Laura drafted feedback on the draft resource guide.
Stricter definition around TIG activity, less independence.
Restrictions on the types of survey questions that can be asked through AEA. May affect our every 10 yr survey.
Defining what AEA expects from TIGs (conference content and conference meetings/receptions)
Myia will share the feedback sent the

Question: what about restaurants working directly with AEA if we wanted to plan an additional function in the future?
Other Items?


Laura was notable to join us, but sent an email update that the member interested in working on Goal 1 of the Strategic Plan now has what she needs!